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1. Introduction

The regional distribution of precipitation in a mountain range like the European
Alps is a good indicator for continental-scale atmospheric circulation patterns. This is
particularly true when precipitation is primarily caused by the advection of air masses
to the Alps from the North Atlantic or the Mediterranean Sea, as is the case under cold
conditions. Alpine precipitation patterns during the Lateglacial period can hence be
interpreted in terms of past atmospheric circulation patterns in continental Europe.
In this paper, glacier-climate models are used for the reconstruction of Younger
Dryas precipitation patterns based on changes in equilibrium line altitudes of Alpine
glaciers. This type of research provides important information concerning the range
of past precipitation variability against which present climatic changes in the Alps can
be assessed. Also, unravelling the spatial patterns of Alpine precipitation allows us to
gain a better understanding of forcing mechanisms behind precipitation changes.

The ,,Alpine Lateglacial" (ca. 19,000 - 11,500 cal BP) was characterised by a
rapid downwasting of the large piedmont and valley glacier systems, which was
interrupted by several successively smaller readvances associated with short cold
and/or more humid phases (,,Stadials"). The morainic systems associated with these
advances form the basis for the definition of a glacial event sequence (Maisch 1982).
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The Younger Dryas (YD) cold phase (Greenland Stadial 1, 12,650 - 11,500 cal. BP;
Bjorck et al. 1998) in the Alps is represented by the ,,Egesen Stadial". In many valleys,
three distinct sets of YD moraines can be found (Egesen-I to Egesen-III), jointly
representing the last major cold event prior to the Holocene. Widespread rock glacier
development after the Egesen-I phase documents the existence of permafrost down to
altitudes of 2000 m asl and below (Sailer and Kerschner 2000). Surface exposure ages
of an Egesen-I moraine at Julier pass (Switzerland) show that the moraine stabilised a
few centuries after the onset of the Younger Dryas (Ivy-Ochs et al. 1996).

Lateglacial glaciers play an important role as a palaeoclimatic data source,
because glacier behaviour is directly controlled by climate on a time-scale on the
order of several decades to a few centuries. The spatial coverage of glacier data for
selected time-slices, such as the early Younger Dryas, is very dense in the Alps. The
data set for this study comprises 160 data points.

2. Theoretical framework

The accumulation area of a glacier is separated from the ablation area by the
equilibrium line (EL), where accumulation exactly equals ablation. The equilibrium
line altitude (ELA) of former glaciers can be determined from glacier maps, if
past glacier extents are sufficiently well documented. Under alpine conditions, the
accumulation area is usually twice as large as the ablation area, if the glacier is in
equilibrium (Gross et al. 1977). The ELA and the vertical shift of the ELA (AELA)
are used as principal input parameters for the reconstruction of paleoclimate with
glacier-climate models.

2.1 The glacial-meteorological approach

A vertical shift of the ELA is entirely caused by climatic factors, be it a change in
accumulation (c) or in ablation (a), or both. If one parameter (c or a) can be estimated
reasonably well, the other can be, at least in principle, calculated from AELA. The
perturbation analysis of the mass and energy balance equation by Kuhn (1981, 1989)
allows us to analyse the physical mechanisms controlling ELA fluctuations. This
approach is referred to as the ,,glacial-meteorological model" (GMM) below.

A change in accumulation (Ac) and/or ablation (Aa) causes a shift of the ELA
along the vertical gradients of accumulation (dc/dz) and ablation (da/dz) until
balanced conditions are achieved again (1).

dc 3a
Ac+—AELA = Aa+-^ AELA (1)

Expressing ablation as the consequence of the energy supplied to the glacier
surface, equation (1) can be written as

Ac +-^-AELA = f̂ " [-Gdr +8A +4^AELA + a(dTs + ^ AELA)]- xdS (1~) (2)dz LmL dz dz Lm'
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with x as the duration of the ablation period, Lm and Ls as the latent heat of fusion
and of sublimation, respectively, G as the global radiation, r as the albedo, A as the
atmospheric long wave radiation, a as the turbulent heat exchange coefficient, Ts as
the air temperature of the ablation period and S as the sublimation. All changes of
variables which are not incorporated in equation (2) are considered to be zero. As a
first approximation it is assumed that all vertical lapse rates are linear. Finally, the
change in precipitation can be calculated as Ap = Ac /1.5 under the assumption that
accumulation on a glacier surface is 50% larger than precipitation due to wind drift
and avalanching (for details see Kuhn 1981, 1989; Kaser and Osmaston 2002).

2.2 Statistical models

Statistical models relate climatic parameters governing ablation with parameters
governing accumulation using regression techniques. This approach was used
for the first time by Ahlmann (1924) for glacierized basins in Norway. It shows
that precipitation at the ELA increases exponentially with increasing summer
temperatures. Since then, various authors derived equations with summer temperature
as a parameter for ablation and with precipitation-related data as a parameter for
accumulation. This works surprisingly well, since summer temperature seems to be a
good parameter for all processes causing ablation (Ohmura 2001).

Statistical models should use physically meaningful variables, but they are not
physical models. Therefore, they may only be used within the boundary conditions
of the dataset from which they were derived and require a careful climatological
calibration and adaptation of the input data. Input data, which are not compatible with
the model parameters, may cause considerable errors. Table 1 lists various statistical
models and the parameters used for their calculation.

In order to calculate precipitation changes for a time interval in the past (e.g.
early Younger Dryas), a reliable estimate of present-day precipitation in the currently
glacierized areas is necessary. Measuring precipitation in glacierized high mountain
regions is, however, extremely difficult and the spatial resolution of gridded
precipitation data (Frei and Schar 1998) is too coarse to be used as a reference.
Therefore, it is appropriate to determine present-day precipitation indirectly from
present-day ELAs using a glacier-climate model. Under Alpine conditions, the
normal period 1931-60 seems to be most useful as a reference period because it is
well documented and provides the climatic background for the glacier inventories in
the European Alps. Modern precipitation at the ELA can then be determined with the
glacier-climate models by Ohmura et al. (1992), Krenke (1975) or Khodakov (1975).
Wherever these models have been tested against measured Alpine data, the results fit
quite well. Results obtained from the Norwegian model and the relation by Shi et al.
(1992) are systematically too high in warmer areas of the Alps.

For the reconstruction of past precipitation, all models require external information
on temperature change from non-glacial proxy data. Glacial and non-glacial data
sources have to be synchronised, and temperature proxy data have to be available on
a time scale, which is roughly equivalent to the response time of glaciers (i.e. several
decades to a few centuries).
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Table 1: Statistical glacier-climate models (temperatures are in °C, accumulation / precipitation in
kg n r V ) .

c = 75 e
( 0 - 9 T s - 0 4 5 ) + 1173 (Ahlmann 1924)

c: Runoff from glacierized basins in Norway, Ts: standard mean summer temperature June-September,
vertical temperature lapse rate -0.7 K/100 m.

c = a = 0.96 (Ts + 10)2-93 (Khodakov 1975)

a: annual ablation, Ts: standard mean summer temperature (June-August), data from glacierized areas
in the Soviet Union.

C = a = (Ts + 9.5)3 (Krenke 1975)

Same glacier data as Khodakov, Ts: mean temperatures from long temperature series (1881 - 1960)
in the Soviet Union, extrapolated to the ELA and reduced by 1 K to account for temperatures near the
glacier surface.

P ( E L A ) = 645 + 296 Ts + 9 Ts 2 (Ohmura et al. 1992)

P(ELA): Precipitation at the ELA (winter mass balance + summer precipitation), Ts: mean summer
temperature (June-August) of the free atmosphere at the ELA, world-wide data set.

P w = 915 e ( ° 3 3 9 T ) (Norwegian Model; "Liestel-
equation", e.g. Dahl and Nesje 1996)

Pw: winter precipitation at the ELA, T: summer temperature at the ELA (May-September), temperature
lapse rate -0.65 K /100 m, data from Norwegian glaciers by O. Liestol.

P ( E L A ) = 4 4 1 e(°-4225 T> (Shi et al. 1992)

P(ELA): annual precipitation at the ELA, T: summer temperature (not specified), data from glacierized
areas in West China (mainly Tibet).

3. Application: Alpine precipitation patterns during the
Younger Dryas

The early Younger Dryas in the Alps provides a good testing ground for the
determination of palaeoprecipitation with either statistical glacier-climate models or
the GMM. Glacier advances are well documented in the field (maximum advance of
the "Egesen Stadial") and glacier topographies can be reliably plotted on topographic
maps. The modeling approach is outlined in Figure 1; more details can be found in
Kerschner et al. (2000).

The crucial first step in palaeoprecipitation reconstructions is the determination of
summer temperature depression (ATs) at decadal to century-scale resolution. In the
Alps, estimates for Younger Dryas ATs vary between about -1.5 and -7.5 K (Lotter et
al. 2000), depending on the proxy record used.
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Field data: moraines, absolute ages

\
Glacier topographies:

Lateglacial (e.g. Younger Dryas), 1850 (Little Ice Age)

Lateglacial ELA

I
1850 ELA, spatial average for
lateglacial glacier

ELA depression:
AELA=ELALG-ELAn

, Modern ELA:
ELAm = ELA1850 + 90 m

selection of parameter for summer
temperature depression ATs

Summer temperature
TSLG = Tsm + AELA*5Ts/5z + ATs

I
Lateglacial precipitation at ELAm:
statistical glacier-climate model,
vertical precipitation gradient
P|_G = f(TsLG)" AELA*8p/5z

Present-day (1931-60) summer
temperature at ELAm (Tsm) from
climatic data, calibration if necessary

Present-day precipitation at
ELAm: statistical glacier-climate
model, climatic data
Pm=f(Tsm)

Precipitation change at ELAm-
Ap = PLG - Pm [mm / a]
Ap% = P L G / P m [%]

Figure 1: Flow chart for the determination of precipitation change with glacier-climate models.

As upper timberline is largely dependent on summer temperature, timberline
fluctuations can be used to calculate ATs. However, timberline reconstructions for
the YD vary substantially across the Alps. If an average timberline depression on
the order of-500 m is assumed (Bortenschlager 1984; Burga and Perret 1998), ATs
during the early Younger Dryas was about -3.5 K, which is comparable to results from
Schwalb et al. (1994). Recent studies suggest a timberline depression on the order of
-800 m to -1000 m, corresponding to a ATs of-5.6 to -7 K (Tobolski and Ammann
2000; Wick 2000). Future research will have to resolve whether these differences are
associated with methodological differences in timberline reconstructions or regional
differences in the YD temperature decline across the Alps.

ELA depressions of Egesen-maximum glaciers close to the northern fringe of
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the Austrian Alps are on the order of -500 m, whereas in the central Alps they are
on the order of -200 m relative to the ELA of 1850. Assuming a spatially constant
temperature depression and glaciers in equilibrium, the observed spatial variability
of ELA depression can be interpreted in terms of spatial differences in precipitation
change. With a ATs of -3.5 K, precipitation during the early Younger Dryas should
have been somewhat higher than today along the northern fringe of the Alps (+15%)
and considerably lower than today in the well-sheltered valleys of the interior (up to
-30%; Fig. 2). With an assumed ATs of-4.5 K, the respective values are ±0% along the
northern fringe of the Alps and -50 to -60% in the interior. In any case, such a pattern
is typical for a more zonal westerly circulation under cold conditions, as simulated
for the YD interval by Atmospheric General Circulation Models (Renssen et al. 2001;
Renssen and Isarin 1998).

The Norwegian model indicates that winter precipitation was more reduced than
annual precipitation. This is reasonable, as winter precipitation under cold conditions
is generally very low. Assuming a NW - SE gradient of temperature change during
the YD, with a stronger temperature depression in the NW part of the Alps (Isarin and
Bohncke 1998), the contrast in precipitation change between the northern fringe of the
Alps and the more continental interior would have been less pronounced.

A summer temperature depression of -7.5 K (Lotter et al. 2000) requires full arid
conditions in the central Alps. Depending on the model used, precipitation would
have been reduced by 40 to 60% along the northern fringe of the Alps and by 75 to
almost 100 % in the valleys of the interior. In more than 75% of the cases, summer
temperatures at the ELA would have been negative, which is typical for glaciers in a
cold and arid environment. As other glaciological parameters like basal shear stresses
of early YD glaciers were rather similar to those of modern, well nourished glaciers
(Maisch and Haeberli 1982) in more humid climates, the assumption of a spatially
constant severe summer temperature depression requires further study.

46* 46'
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Figure 2: Early Younger Dryas precipitation change in the Alps under the assumption of ATs = -3.5 K; data
from 160 Egesen-I glaciers.
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4. Some perspectives for future research

The reconstruction of precipitation change based on past EL A fluctuations can give
at least "semi-quantitative" information about an important factor of the hydrological
cycle during the Lateglacial. The spatial patterns of precipitation change can serve
as a test for the reliability of Atmospheric General Circulation Models. For future
research, a few points should be mentioned, which may serve as guidelines.
• The simulation of mass balance gradients with the glacial-meteorological model,

which has shown promising results for modelling tropical glaciers (Kaser and
Osmaston 2002), should also be applicable to glaciers of the Alpine Lateglacial. It
could be used to test the influence of parameters such as a) shorter ablation periods
than today, b) the effects of more pronounced seasonal contrasts in temperature
and precipitation, c) a possible increase in sublimation from the glacier surface
and d) albedo changes.

• The glacier bed topography of many Lateglacial glaciers is well known, which
allows a three-dimensional reconstruction of the glacier topography. This is an
important prerequisite for the application of more sophisticated glaciological
models, which are largely independent of climatic information from non-glacial
proxy-data. Ultimately, these approaches combine climate models, mass and
energy balance models and glacier flow models (e.g. Kull and Grosjean 2000). A
simplified approach was used by Kerschner et al. (1999) to reconstruct the climatic
conditions during the Gschnitz Stadial (ca. 16,000 cal B.P.).

• There is still a substantial need for reliable data on summer temperature change in
the Alps during the Lateglacial on a timescale of about 100 to 300 years. A greater
spatial coverage of quantitative temperature reconstructions would also help to
address whether or not Lateglacial temperature changes were uniform across the
Alps. If reliable data on temperature change are available, the resulting maps of
precipitation change are probably of similar quality as present-day climatological
maps of the Alps.

• Lateglacial glacier data, such as past ELAs, are presently available for wide areas
of the Alps in Western Austria and Switzerland. In these areas, we have a fairly
good overview of the distribution of Younger Dryas glaciers and also a reasonably
good idea about Pre-Bolling Stadials (older than 14,700 cal BP). There are,
however, still significant gaps in our knowledge both in space and time. Data from
the Northern Alps and from areas south of the Alpine Main Ridge are still scarce
or more or less completely missing. These regions should be the focus of future
studies.

• There is also an urgent need for more reliable absolute ages of the deposits left
behind by glacier advances. Modern dating methods (e.g. surface exposure dating
with cosmogenic radionuclides, analysis of proglacial lake sediments and U/Th
dating of carbonate sinters) should provide sufficient data to at least bracket
several periods of glacier advances. This should permit a more reliable correlation
between the glacial record from the Alps, proxy data from the circum-alpine
region and the large-scale climatic development, as recorded in ice-cores and
ocean sediment cores. There still remains much work to be done.
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